
4) Last night, Grandma a story about a greedy fox.  (narrate)

3) The plumber the dripping tap a while ago.  (!x)

2) The new bridge for the public yesterday.  (open)

1) At the Monday match, Tom for his favorite team.  (root)

10) Brenda the gift on her way back.  (unwrap)

9) Mom a cup of hot co"ee for Dad this morning.  (make)

8) Allan Mom upon boarding the plane.  (call)

7) Before leaving the o#ce, he his documents again.  (check)

6) she call him yesterday?  (do)

5) The tourists the cave for a long time.  (explore)

Complete the sentences using the simple past tense forms of the verbs in the

parentheses.

Example: Alice to the zoo last week.  (go)went
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4) Last night, Grandma a story about a greedy fox.  (narrate)narrated

3) The plumber the dripping tap a while ago.  (!x) xed

2) The new bridge for the public yesterday.  (open)opened

1) At the Monday match, Tom for his favorite team.  (root)rooted

10) Brenda the gift on her way back.  (unwrap)unwrapped

9) Mom a cup of hot co"ee for Dad this morning.  (make)made

8) Allan Mom upon boarding the plane.  (call)called

7) Before leaving the o#ce, he his documents again.  (check)checked

6) she call him yesterday?  (do)Did

5) The tourists the cave for a long time.  (explore)explored

Complete the sentences using the simple past tense forms of the verbs in the

parentheses.

Example: Alice to the zoo last week.  (go)went
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